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NATURE CONSERVATION NEEDS FARMERS
How can you persuade farmers to
increase the biodiversity on their land?
Professor of Nature Conservation David
Kleijn will be figuring out how to do
that in a major European project.
‘Most land is managed by farmers, who
also have an indirect effect on nature reserves. So you must get farmers involved,’
says Kleijn. ‘But it is difficult to find effective conservation measures for farmers.
The question is why.’
Kleijn will be investigating this over the
next five years in a major European project entitled Showcase. The idea is that
the study will pinpoint the right incentives for getting farmers to invest serious-
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ly in biodiversity. Kleijn: ‘We will look at
the effect measures have on farmers’ income, for instance.’

‘Rapid spread of
coronavirus is worrying’

TEN AREAS
Showcase will consider 10 areas in Europe that represent the full range of different farming systems. It will focus explicitly on the impact of measures on
farmers’ business operations (yields and
profits). That is why sociologists and
economists are also involved. In the
Netherlands, there will be a study in
south Limburg where Kleijn is trying to
reintroduce the shrill carder bumblebee
with measures such as new mowing
practices. RK

The coronavirus is claiming more and more victims.
How dangerous is it? The rapid spread of the virus is
very worrying, says Wageningen virologist Wim van
der Poel. But he sees some good news too.
You have seen various other virus outbreaks. What
strikes you about this coronavirus?
‘This coronavirus has almost the same genetics and
symptoms as the SARS virus but it is spreading far
quicker. It’s still a mystery why that is. With SARS, patients had clinical symptoms of illness before they
spread the virus. That helped to stop it spreading. Epidemiologists suspect that the coronavirus is spreading
before there are visible signs of illness.’

ANTIBODIES AS COURIERS FOR MEDICINES
Antibodies are very specific in the
intruders they attack. Jorick Bruins
has used this property to make sure
cancer medicines reach the right place
in the body.

Does this have implications for the efforts to combat it?
‘The centre of the virus outbreak is the Chinese city of
Wuhan in Hubei province. That makes the necessary
approach clear: prevent human traffic with this province and put people coming from this province in quarantine. In Germany, for instance, the virus was found in
people who had had contact with a woman from Hubei
who was diagnosed with the virus. In Italy it went
wrong: a visitor from Hubei who seemed to have recovered from the virus and tested negative was not put in
quarantine and went on to infect others.’

can take place in one step with relatively
simple resources.’ For example, the enzyme required to oxidize tyrosine is
found in fungi.
PERFECTLY

FUNGI
Bruins attaches the medicine to a chemical compound (an alkyne) that acts as a
carrier. That carrier is then conjugated
(fastened) onto one of the amino acids
of the antibody (using cycloaddition).
That amino acid is important: it is a tyrosine at the end of the antibody’s protein chain. It needs to be oxidized first
before it can react with the carrier.
This all sounds like a lot of work, but it
is not in practice, Bruins explains enthusiastically. ‘All the necessary reactions

Bruins improved the efficiency of the
process to such an extent that 95 per
cent of the antibodies were carrying the
medicine. As proof of principle, he performed the reaction with the known antibody trastuzumab, which recognizes
breast cancer. That worked perfectly. In
principle it should be easy to make variants, says Bruins. ‘You have just two variables: an antibody and a chemical group
that you attach with the cycloaddition
technique.’ RK

Can we expect a pandemic?
‘The way the coronavirus outbreak is developing is very
worrying and it could become a world-wide epidemic.
On the other hand, the mortality rate is falling. You often see that with viruses. At the start of the outbreak,
doctors only count the most severe cases as only those
come to their attention. Then a laboratory test is made
available and everyone with a cough is tested, including
people who don’t become ill from the virus. Then the
percentage of deaths declines. The mortality rate for the
coronavirus is currently estimated at 2 per cent, which
is still not good. It is quite possible that this rate will decrease further because the virus may become less virulent over time. But I have to add that this is a new virus
and it could behave differently.’
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Human bodies have a very advanced immune system. Intruders are tagged by
antibodies, which render them harmless
and then dispose of them. These specialized proteins know exactly where
they need to be because they recognize
the ‘fingerprint’ of the intruder (the antigen). That capability should make them
the ideal couriers for medicines.
In his PhD thesis that he defended last
Friday, Jorick Bruins shows that you can
use antibodies to deliver medicines. You
can then send cancer medicines to the
scene of the crime without affecting
healthy cells.

What is WUR doing about the coronavirus?
‘We have tests available for testing animals. Other scientists are working on vaccines for the virus. Once they
have them, the vaccines will have to be tested extensively on animals. We have a very secure test location in
Lelystad for such research.’ AS

 A breast cancer cell is attacked by antibodies.
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